Cardiovascular Emergency, Future Direction
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Abstract
Cardiovascular diseases are the top disease killer worldwide. Cardiovascular emergency is one of the commonest diseases admitted in emergency treatments in the clinic. A number of factors are associated with therapeutic outcomes for complicated disease conditions. This editorial highlights current and future cardiovascular emergency therapeutics—including emergency rating, diagnosis, anesthesia, surgery and other treatments.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases are the top disease killer worldwide caused by different damaging factors, such as smoke, diet, physical inactivity and metabolic diseases [1]. Cardiovascular emergency is one of the commonest diseases admitted in emergency treatments in the clinic. A number of factors are associated with therapeutic outcomes for complicated disease conditions [2-4].

Methods
Several important factors are associated with therapeutic outcomes for cardiovascular diseases for emergency care.
1) Quick deaths of patients if a small length of treatment delay;
2) Opposite pathways and cascades in pathological progresses (ischemic or breeding);
3) Diagnosis and treatments are required as early as possible;
4) Excellent for therapeutic choices;

Results
To improve therapeutic outcomes and other economic considerations, several factors may be considered;
• Emergency rating (U/S data) may be gradually perfecting [5]; Comparison between human wisdom (doctor’s decision) and digital tools (artificial intelligence AI)
• Diagnosis innovation; (quicker, simpler, cheaper and clearer) quick disease diagnosis can greatly save human life. These kinds of technology are indispensable.
• Pathological knowledge enrichment (basic, experimental and clinical);
• Treatment options from normal surgery and anesthesia in a smaller scales;
• Development of more effective drugs [6];
• Herbal medicine [7], such as she-xiang-bao-xin-wan 麝香保心丸
• High quality nursing [8]

Future Direction
Modern instruments will be utilized for diagnostic improvements and therapeutic options (quick disease localization and therapeutic options-drug or surgery). This needs to update emergency rating and diagnosis.

Pathological knowledge enrichment for cardiovascular diseases and mortality is a future challenge, which may make a diagnostic and therapeutic difference in emergency
treatments of both therapeutic types and modern techniques.

Doctors with medical surgery and cardiovascular must be more recruited in emergency medical centers.

**Conclusion**

Cardiovascular emergency is sudden and pathological diversity. In order to save more lives, diseases pathology and treatment study is required. The final therapeutic outcomes depend on knowledge updating and technical innovation. In addition, creative ideas must be promoted.
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